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Introduction
• In this lecture, I provide a non-technical overview of a new 

literature concerned with the estimation of treatment effects
in a ’staggered’ difference-in-differences setting. I emphasize
intuituion and a practitioner’s perspective. 

• Throughout the lecture, I will make use of a real dataset that
has been used to analyze the effects of reforms to the divorce
law on female suicides in the US.

• The main reference for the lecture is the paper by Andrew 
Goodman-Bacon which is forthcoming in Journal of 
Econometrics. I provide a (short) list of other relevant 
references on my web-site:
http://www.soderbom.net/Teaching_AAU.htm

http://www.soderbom.net/Teaching_AAU.htm


Part I: Traditional Diff-in-diff estimation



• Recap: A Difference-in-differences (DD) estimate is the 
difference between the change in outcomes before and after
a treatment (”difference one”) comparing a treatment group
to a control group (”difference two”). 

• The simplest structure for DiD estimation is a two-group / two
period (2 x 2) setting: 

• This is equal to (you should be able to prove this) the 
estimated coefficient on the interaction of a treatment group
dummy and a post-treatment period dummy in a regression 
of the following form:



• It is also equal to the estimated coefficient on the treatment
group dummy in the following regression in first differences:

• And it is also equal to the estimated coefficient on the 
treatment group dummy in the following two-way fixed
effects* regression:

where
is a time-varying dummy variable equal to 1 if unit i has received
treatment at time t , and zero otherwise. 

*Why is this called a ”two-way” fixed effects model?



Examples
Throughout this lecture I will use lots of examples. I will use a real 
dataset that has been used to study the effect of divorce reforms 
on female suicides in the US. This dataset can be obtained from 
within Stata by typing: 

use http://pped.org/bacon_example.dta
These data were used by Stevenson and Wolers (2006; QJE), and 
subsequently by Goodman-Bacon (2021) to study the properties of 
the two-way fixed effects DD estimator. The dataset is a balanced
panel dataset with N=49 states and T=33 time periods (annual data 
for the period 1964-1996).
I have created a few useful additional variables, so an extended
version of the dataset can be obtained here:

http://soderbom.net/teaching/aau/bacon_example_extended.dta

http://pped.org/bacon_example.dta
http://soderbom.net/teaching/aau/bacon_example_extended.dta


The ’roll-out’ of divorce law reform in the US:

 Five states undertook no 
reform (untreated)

 8 states had already
reformed the law prior 
to the first sample
period

 The remaining states
reformed the law at 
some point between
1969 – 1985. 

This structure of the data implies that many alternative ”2 x 2” treatment vs. 
control group comparisons are possible. We will come back to this point later. For 
now, let’s focus on comparing the states that reformed the law in 1973 to the 
non-reform states. 



Comparison: 1973 reformers vs. non-reformers

• Thus, there are 5 non-reform states, which will serve as a control group here, and 
10 reform states, which will form the treatment group.

• There are 33 years of data (1964-1996), but before using the full time series, I will
only use data for 1973 and 1972 i.e. the year of treatment, and the year before. 

• The outcome variable is female suicide mortaility (number of suicides per 1 million 
women) and the variable name is asmrs. Means of asmrs are as follows, for the 
two groups and years:

Year: 1972 Year: 1973
 We observe an 

increase between
1972-1973 equal to 1.9 
for the control group
and 6.16 for the 
treatment group. 

 Thus DiD = 4.26.



Estimation of DiD by regression:

• These results simply
confirm the difference in 
the difference in the means
shown on the previous
slide (4.26).

• I leave it as an exercise to 
show that identical results
will be obtained using
pooled cross section with a 
”treatment x post” 
interaction term.

• Estimation is based on a 
very small sample and the 
reform effect is statistically
insignificant (and has the 
”wrong” sign).



• In applied work, it is very common for there to be more than
two periods. For example, we may have panel data where N 
cross-sectional units (e.g. households or firms) are observed
over T time periods. 

• In such settings, a very common approach to estimating a 
linear model is to include both unit and time fixed effects in 
OLS estimation. This estimator is often called the two-way
fixed effects estimator. 

• The two-way fixed effects estimator is sometimes used in a 
difference-in-differences setting, where some units form a 
treatment group and other units form a control group. We
refer to this estimator as the two-way fixed effects difference-
in-differences (TWFEDD) estimator : 



• Next, we will extend the analysis by making use of the full time series of 
data (33 years) for these two groups. The DiD estimator now compares
means of asmrs before and after 1973, for the control group and the 
treatment group: 

– Mean(asmrs) for control group 1964-1972: 48.0
– Mean(asmrs) for control group 1973-1996: 43.4
– Mean(asmrs) for treatment group 1964-1972: 69.8
– Mean(asmrs) for treatment group 1973-1996: 59.5

• The fixed effect difference-in-differences estimator confirms the DiD
estimate implied by the above cell means:

 The DiD estimate of 
implies that the reform 
caused 5.6 fewer suicides
per 1M people.

 The effect is still 
statistically insignificant. 

 The dummy after is equal
to 1 for years after the 
reform i.e. between
1973-96. 



• Replacing the after
dummy with a full set of 
year dummies doesn’t
affect the DiD estimate
and only marginally
affects the DiD standard 
error.

• Including a full set of 
year dummies is the 
standard design for two-
way fixed effects
difference-in-differences
(TWFEDD) estimation. 

(…….)

TWFEDD estimates (year dummies included):



Event study analysis
• With the data set up like this, we can easily do an ’event study’ of the 

effect of the reform. This means that we track the treatment vs. control
difference in the mean of the outcome variable, centered on the year of 
reform. 

• To do this, I use the variable reformyr to create a bunch of dummies
equal to 1 if, at a given point in time (year), the reform happened X years
ago (lagX=1) or Z years from now (leadZ=1):
ge YRDR=year-reformyr
forvalues k=0(1)27{

ge lag`k'=YRDR==`k'
}
forvalues k=0(1)21{

ge lead`k'=YRDR==-`k'
}

xtreg asmrs lead9 lead8 lead7 lead6 lead5 lead4 lead3 lead2 /*lead1*/ lag0-lag23 
i.year, fe cluster(stfips)

• Results on the next slide. Notice that, since I exclude the dummy lead1, 
the year just prior to the reform year becomes the base category. 

• Notice also the inclusion of year dummies, in addition to the lag / lead
dummies. Hence, this is just another way of using the TWFEDD estimator.



Results from event study, comparing 1973 reformers to nonreformers:

At year of reform, the difference in mean(asmrs) between
reforming and nonreforming states was 4.26 higher than
one year before the reform. Recall that we obtained this
result earlier, when we did a simple 2 x 2 DiD comparison of 
the two groups in 1972 and 1973.

10 years after reform, the difference in mean(asmrs) 
between reforming and nonreforming states was 4.07 lower
than one year before the reform.

Four years before the reform, the difference in 
mean(asmrs) between reforming and nonreforming states
was 1.98 higher than one year before the reform.

It is often helpful to show event study
results such as these graphically. See
Fig. 5 in Goodman-Bacon (2021) for 
an example of how this can be done.

The average of the lag coefficients
(pre-reform) is -2.25 and the average
of the lead coefficients (post-reform) 
is -7.89. Their difference is -5.64 i.e. 
the DiD estimate obtained above.



Testing the null of common trends
• Reference: Wooldridge (2021), Sections 7-8.
• As you know, the assumption that the treatment and control

group have ”common trends” (CT) is important a DiD estimate
can be interpreted as an estimate of an average treatment
effect, provided that. 

• That is, it is assumed that underlying trends in the outcome
variable are the same for the treatment group and the control
group. 



Tests for common trends 
• You might test the null hypothesis of a common trend (for the 

two comparison groups) by testing for the significance of a 
treatment group x year interaction term – either for the pre-
reform period or for the entire sample period. 

• Alternatively, you could create treatment group x year dummy 
interactions for the pre-reform period, and investigate
whether they are significant.

• Some illustrations next.



• Pre-reform: Some evidence of a positively deviating time trend for reform 
states. But not statistically significant, hence you could accept the null
hypothesis of a common trend for treatment & control groups.

• Entire period: Some evidence of a negatively deviating time trend for 
reform states. Statistically significant at 10% but not at 5%.

i) Test H0: Common trend, pre-reform ii) Test H0: Common trend, entire period

Note: The T_yr variable is an interaction term between treatment and year:
ge T_yr=(1-nonreform)*year



• To test the null hypothesis of 
common time effects for 
treatment & control groups in 
the pre-reform, we carry out a 
Wald test. For this test, the null
hypothesis is that all the 
coefficients on the Ty_year
interaction terms are equal to 
zero.

• The result from the Wald test 
strongly indicates that we
should reject the null
hypothesis of common time
effects in the pre-reform period.

iii) Test H0: Common time effects, pre-reform

Note: The Ty_year variables are pre-reform time dummies
interacted with a dummy for reform states:

forvalues k=1965(1)1972{
ge Ty_`k'=(nonreform==0 & year==`k')

}



Exercise: The graph below shows mean values of asmrs by year for non-reform states
and 1973 reform states during the pre-treatment period. Explain how these mean
values relate to the the T_year interaction effects in the regression shown on the 
previous page.
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Part II: 
Staggered Diff-in-diff estimation



• Consider the two-way fixed effects DiD model (TWFEDD) 
introduced above: 

• We have just seen how this estimator can be used to obtain
DiD estimates comparing a treatment group to a control
group. 

• In the previous examples, the treatment group included states
that reformed the divorce law in 1973 and the control group
consisted of states that did not reform divorce law over the 
sampling period. 

• For the treatment group, the dummy variable Dit switched
from 0 to 1 in 1973 (and remained = 1 after 1973), while for 
the control group Dit = 0 throughout the period of analysis.



• In many datasets (including the dataset that I have introduced
above), treatments occur at different times. Using such a 
dataset to estimate treatment effects is sometimes referred to 
as staggered difference-in-differences estimation. This is 
currently a very active area of research.

• In such cases, in order to estimate the causal effect of 
treatment on outcomes, researchers usually estimate a two-
way fixed effects regression 

(the vector xit includes control variables but I will abstract 
from control variables throughout this lecture). 

• Two-way fixed effects results using the full panel dataset on 
divorce law reform and female suicide rates are shown on the 
next page.



 The two-way fixed effects estimate of beta is -3.08 (std err 1.11). This is the result
reported by Goodman-Bacon on pp.12-13 of his paper.

 Can this be interpreted as a diff-in-diff estimate? If so, what are the treatment and 
control groups here? Until recently, these issues have not been entirely clear…



• A number of recent studies show:
– How the two-way fixed effects estimator compares mean outcomes across

groups in a difference-in-differences fashion
– What treatment effect parameter is identified through this approach, and 

potential sources of bias of the estimator
– How and why alternative specifications change estimates

• The paper by Andrew Goodman-Bacon (forthcoming, Jnl of 
Econometrics) provides a very clear analysis of these issues, 
and I will draw on it extensively during the remainder of this
lecture.



• Recall that divorce law reform was ’rolled out’ at different times
during 1969-1985:

• In the first part of this lecture, we looked specifically at the 1973 
reform states and compared them to the non-reform states. But
the structure of the data implies that many alternative ”2 x 2” 
treatment vs. control group comparisons are possible…….. 



• You could obtain DD estimates by comparing the states that
reformed in 1969 (or 1970, or in any other year) to the non-
reformers. 
 The non-reformers constitute the control group here. Notice that for the 

control group, the treatment dummy Dit is constant at zero throughout the 
period of analysis. 

• This is precisely what we did in the first part of this lecture: we 
compared 1973 reform states to the non-reformers. 



• You could also compare ’early’ reformers to ’late’ reformers 
over a period when ’late’ reformers had not yet reformed. In 
this case, the ’late’ reformers constitute the control group.
– For example, compare the 1973 reformers to the 1985 reformers, over 

the period up until, but not including, 1985:

Note: The table shows Dit for the two groups. Notice that Dit switches from 0 to 1 in 1973 
for 1973 reformers (’early’ reformers) while for the 1985 reformers (’late’ reformers) , Dit
remains constant at zero until 1985. The 1985 observation is thus excluded from the 
present comparison. 



• It would also be possible to compare states that
reformed at a given point in time between 1969-1985 
to the pre-1964 reform states. 
– The pre-1964 reform states form the control group in this case. For this

control group, Dit is constant at one throughout the period of analysis. 
– The latter point is potentially confusing: we usually think about cases

where Dit = 1 as treatment observations. 
– However, in general we identify DiD estimates by comparing states for 

which Dit changes from zero to one to states for which Dit doesn’t
change. 

– We thus define control group to mean states for which Dit doesn’t
change. This is an important point that we need to keep in mind in 
order to understand the material below: Early treatment observations 
can potentially be used to form a control group.



• In a similar spirit, you could also compare ’late’ reformers to ’early’ 
reformers over a period when ’early’ reformers already had reformed. In 
this case, the ’early’ reformers constitute the control group. 

– For example, compare the 1985 reformers to the 1973 reformers, over the period from 
1973 to 1989:

Note: The table shows Dit for the two groups. Notice that Dit switches from 0 to 1 in 1985 for 1985 
reformers (’late’ reformers ) while for the 1973 reformers (’early’ reformers) , Dit remains constant at 
one from 1973 and onwards. The observations for 1964-1972 are thus excluded from the present 
comparison. 

• Results based on a comparison of the 1973 and 1985 reformers, where they
alternate as treatment and control group as explained above, are shown on the 
next page (’early’ treatment vs ’late’ control; ’late’ treatment vs. ’early’ control).



i) ’early’ (1973 reform) treatment vs. ’late’ (1985 reform) control:

ii) ’late’ (1985 reform) treatment vs. ’early’ (1973 reform) control:



• Thus, there are 4 types of DD comparisons available here:
– Timing vs. Non-reformers
– Timing vs. Pre-reformers
– Early reformers (treatment) vs. Late reformers (control)
– Late reformers (treatment) vs. Early reformers (control)

• The key result shown by Goodman-Bacon is that the TWFE 
estimate based on the full panel dataset is a weighted average
of all DD comparisons available in the dataset.

• In this dataset, there are 156 distinct DD components: 12 
comparisons between timing groups and pre-reform states, 
12 comparisons between timing and non-reform states, and 
(122-12)/2 = 66 comparisons between an early switcher
(treatment) and late switcher (control), and 66 comparisons
between a late switcher (treatment) and an early switcher
(control).



The following graph is taken from G-B’s paper (page 13). It shows all 156 2x2 
DD estimates and the associated weights (we will come back to how these
weights are computed). The TWFEDD estimate of -3.08 is simply the weighted
average of all these 2x2 DD estimates.



Numerical illustration
• In Section 2 of his paper, G-B provides a nice numerical

illustration of the main results of his study. I will undertake a 
similar exercise here.

• Imagine we are analyzing an outcome variable y on a balanced
panel dataset with T=50 time periods and N units (e.g. 
households). There are three distinct treatment groups: 
– One group of units receiving treatment ’early’ at period 17. Observed y 

will thus be y(0) (outcome under no treatment) during periods 1-16 and 
y(1) (outcome under treatment) during periods 17-50. For this group, 
y(1) = y(0) + 10, i.e. the true treatment effect is 10. 

– One group of units receiving treatment ’late’ at period 43. For this
group, the true treatment effect is 15. Observed y will thus be y(0) 
during periods 1-43 and y(1) during periods 44-50. For this group, y(1) = 
y(0) + 15, i.e. the true treatment effect is 15. 

– One group of units receiving no treatment. 

• For all groups, there is a weak positive trend in y(0).



Numerical illustration continued
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• In two of these, the treatment effect is 10; in the other two it is 15.
• What would be the TWFEDD estimate? You might think that the answer is 12.5, but that

is not the case. The answer is in fact 11.6. Thus, the lower (’early’) treatment effect of 10 
gets a higher weight than the higher (’late’) treatment effect of 15. Why might this be?

There are four 2x2 DD:s…



Goodman-Bacon shows that the overall TWFEDD estimator can
be decomposed into the underlying 2x2 DD estimators. In the 
present case, we have four such estimators, in which case:

where the s__ terms are weights that depend on the variance of 
in Dit within groups and the relative size of the treatment groups. 
See equations (10e)-(10g) in Goodman-Bacon for the exact
expressions. 
Intuitively, the weight associated with a particular 2x2 DD 
estimate will be higher if…

– ….the within group average of Dit is relatively ’close’ to 0.5. That is, if
there is roughly the same number of ones and zeros in the series of 
Dit; which in this setting means that the switch from 0 to 1 happens at 
or near the middle of the sample period.

– …..a relatively large share of the sample is used for the estimation of a 
particular 2x2 DD estimator.
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The variance of the treatment dummy is higher for the ’early treatment’ 
group (treatment effect 10) than for the ’late treatment’ group, simply
because the switch from 0 to 1 happens closer to the middle of the 
period. Hence, the lower treatment effect 10 gets a higher weight in this
case. 



What parameter does TWFEDD identify?
• The TWFEDD estimator is a variance-weighted average of all 

available 2x2 DD estimators. 
• The probability limit (’plim’) of the TWFEDD estimator is a 

variance-weighted average of the average treatment effects
(ATTs) for the units and periods that get used in estimation of 
the 2x2 DD estimators - provided these 2x2 DD estimators are
themselves consistent estimators of their respective ATTs…

• It follows that if some of the underlying 2x2 DD estimators of 
ATT are in fact biased & inconsistent, then the TWFEDD won’t
identify the variance-weighted ATT. 



What parameter does TWFEDD identify?
• Goodman-Bacon writes the probability limit of the TWFEDD 

estimator as follows:

where:
• VWATT = variance-weighted ATT. This is a causal parameter of interest.
• VWCT = variance-weighted common trends. This term captures

differences in counterfactual trends between comparison groups. This
term captures the possibility that different groups might have different 
underlying trends in the outcome variable, which, as you know, will bias 
DD estimates.

• ΔATT = a weighted sum of the change in treatment effects within each
timing group’s post-period, with respect to antoher unit’s treatment
timing.  



Some diagostics
• Recall:

Obviously, none of the terms on the right-hand side of this equation is 
directly observable, so we can never know for certain whether our
estimator would be close to VWATT in a large N sample or not…
However, we can use the data to try to shed some light on whether
our TWFEDD estimator can be interpreted as a credible estimator of 
VWATT. 

• Using the dataset on divorce law reform and suicides, Goodman-Bacon 
plots each 2x2 DD component against their weight (see Figure 6 in his
paper). We saw this graph earlier. This is a good way of understanding
the underlying variation in the 2x2 DD components and their relative 
influence on the overall TWFEDD estimate. Let’s have another look at 
this graph.



Some observations: 
(a) While the overall DD estimate is negative, there are many positive 2x2 DD 

estimates. Wrong sign? 
(b) The ’late’ treatment vs. ’early’ control comparisons seem particularly

problematic; the average of all such DD estimates is 3.51 (wrong sign?).  



• I expect diagnostics for the TWFEDD estimator to 
be growing area of research in the near future. 

• Since the TWFEDD estimate is an average of lots 
of 2x2 DD estimates, we can report standard 
diagnostic tests for the 2x2 DD estimates, e.g. 
common trend tests.

• As an example, I carried out 156 common trend 
tests – one for each 2x2 DD estimator – and 
found that the null hypothesis of common trends 
can be rejected at the 5% level in 28% of the 
cases (for these cases the weights sum to 36%).



Some advice for applied researchers
• Be transparent with respect to treatment timing. Show the 

distribution of treatment over time, and understand that
groups for whom treatment happens in the middle of the 
sample period will get more weight in the TWFEDD estimate
than groups with very early or very late treatment.

• Scrutinize the underlying 2x2 DD estimates, e.g. by using the 
Goodman-Bacon graph, or by carrying out diagnostic tests.

• As we have seen, the TWFEDD uses an earlier treated group 
as a control for a later treated group. Intuitively, this seems 
quite unattractive (why?), and hardly not something we would 
do in a 2x2 DD setting. But, like it or not, that’s what the 
TWFEDD estimator does. Pay special attention to these 
comparisons (e.g. use the G-B graph).



• You may want to take a look at the papers by 
Callaway & Sant’Anna (2020) and Sun & Abraham 
(2020), see reading list. These papers focus on 
generating unbiased DD estimates by removing
dubious control units.

• This is an active area of research, and best-practice
will likely change quickly. Keep up with the literature!
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